
yo” 27 darmary 1967 

‘I don't think that I expressed myself as clearly or as candidly as I should 
have when you called me at the office early this week, Because I have had a soft spot for you despite irreconcilable differences between us on some fundamental 
issues, I was inhibited during our conversation by reluctance to add to youre 
obvious unhappiness by personal reproaches about the article in the WT. 

“expel Liz g ame, “t ener that t nade a3 ‘eles 
then ‘that  deopive any reservations I might have about Lane (or any other oritic) 
I would nob be a party to any campaign against him. And I think T recall : 
comrenbly that I said then thet I considered certain other "oritics" more 

_ dangerous than Lene by far; and that I was not subject to any "strategy* ox 
Weadershipt§ipsteinta, Thompson's, or yours—ner * had r authorized amyone to 
regard mé as a member of any "teams" 

. The plain fact is that the sear rengera? article would never have been written 
but for the campaign against Lane, which you welcomed, encouraged, and/or advocated. 
He was Ube msin target; and the rest of us were defamed end ridien'le : Sa 
by~product. 

You maintain frieniship with Epatein, whe is really be sort 
several scores and a tres gubless wonder; with Felker, who publi ghed tha pecs 
of seurrility but protected or excluded his friends Epstein amd Jones Harris: 
with Alan Livingston, who published the sourrillous record album, algo conferring 
immunity on Enstein in return perhaps for the hatchet-job en Penn Jones: and with 
Liebeler, about whose rele no equivocation or ambiguity 38 , ponelDle. indead, at 
one time last summer, there eppeared to be a contl Lot-oisinterest when you escorted 
Liebeler to a publishing house where my manuscript was under consideration, AS it 
turned out, his pre oped ms. and my can Were both rejected--b: 
that you were easing his path, and nieht under other eirouwn tances have ‘tipped the 
Scales against a book challenging the HR in favor oF one tdefendi ne! 

How can you be their friend, and also ny fplend? fo ay moralistic, puritanical, 
OY square thinking—take your choice-mit reduces ovorytbing tO meartinglessness, 

About a year ago when you told me how many spokes you had succeeded in pubting 
in Lane's wheel. while you were both in Dallas, I tas S appalled axl repelied by that 
interference, that playiug-of-God, that unethical meddling, TI showld have terminated 

ar atisociation then, and I blame myself for compromising on that issue of eretuitous 
and malicious interference, I am paying the price for that compromise now, when 
further assaults on Lane have sprayed my most valued colleagues and mysel? with 
filth and venom. i know you did not intend or foresee such a thing and that you 
tried toe block it. I want to believe your expressions of regard and friendship: 
but I am troubled by your acknowledged cultivation of other persons for reasons 
other than respect or compatibility, and from time to time T experience doubt 
~—an I being “eultivated” or "monitored? And what harnu will befall me next 
at the hands of your friends? Those considerations bring us to a parting of ways, 
Jones, Indeed, I have been compelled to choose sgides»-ag between Lane and 



ae 

iiebeler, if choose I must, I greatly prefer Laney as between Pemn Jones ari 

those whose commitment is undevietings I want. nothing to do with the enemy’, 
the finks, or those who fraternize with thea, . 

{ am rather sad about this, Jones, where you persor ay ar rned—we Ive 
had some good diggings into the 26 volumes together, by phome, and some laughs, 
But I hope thet you can understand the way I feel and that you may even agree 
that we showld quit, while we are ahead, : 

Sincerely yours, 

Syivia Meagher


